“LEGAL ADVICE”

1 OBJECTIVE
This website supplies information over products and services sold at
http://www.excelfoods.es/ which belongs to Excel Foods, S.L.,(as from now on to be
mentioned as “EXCEL FOODS” with social address in Castellón, 17, 9 46004 Valencia,
VAT no ES-B97928782, registered in Registrar of Companies for Valencia in Volume
8753, book 6040, sheet 43, page V-124396, 1st entry.
EXCEL FOODS places this legal advice in order to fulfill regulation under Law 34/2002,
of Information Society Services and Electronic Commerce (LSSI-CE). Also this legal
advice supplies terms of use of this website.

All person that access this website takes a role as user, undertaking observance and
rigorous fulfillment of regulations here mentioned, as well as any other regulation in
force.
EXCEL FOODS reserves the right to change any information that might appear in this
website, without previous notice announcement, understanding that publishing in the
website shall be enough.

II. RESPONSABILITY

EXCEL FOODS is freed from any responsibility that might appear for information
published in this website, as far as this information has been manipulated or
introduced by a third party.
From this website it is possible to redirect contents to third parties. Due to the fact that
EXCEL FOODS cannot always control contents introduces by third parties in their
website, EXCEL FOODS is not taking any responsibility concerning theses contents.
Anyway, EXCEL FOODS manifests that they will immediately remove any content that
might go against national or international regulation in force, morality or public order,
removing immediately link/s to this other website, and informing competent authorities
about it.
EXCEL FOODS does not feel responsible for information or contents stored,
enunciatively but not limitative, in blogs, comments, social networks or any other media
that allows third parties to publish contents independently from this website. However,
fulfilling articles 11 and 16 of the LSSI-CE, EXCEL FOODS places at anyone’s
disposal (user, authorities, security forces) and actively cooperates in removal or
blockage of all those contents that might affect or go against national and international
regulations, third party’s rights or morality and public order. In case that user considers

that in this website exists any content that might be marked this way, it is requested to
immediately notify it to the website administrator.

This website has been revised and checked for its perfect performance. In principle, it
can be guaranteed its correct performance 24-365. Nevertheless, it is not discarded
that there might be some programming errors, or force major reasons, natural
disasters, strikes or similar circumstances that could make not possible accessing to
the website.

III. PERSONAL DATA TREATMENT. PRIVACY POLICY
EXCEL FOODS is completely committed to fulfillment of Spanish regulation of personal
data protection and guarantees whole fulfillment of stated obligations as well as
security measures implementation mentioned in article. 9 of Law 15/1999 of Personal
Data Protection Law and in Development Law LOPD 1720/2007.

Due to this, EXCEL FOODS supplies the following Privacy Policy:

Fulfilling what it is stated in Law 15/1999 of Personal Data Protection (LOPD) and its
development rules, the website administrator, fulfilling what it is stated in article 5 and 6
of the LOPD, informs all website users that supply or are going to supply their personal
data that this will be added to files that are correctly registered in the Spanish Data
Protection Agency under ownership of EXCEL FOODS, S.L.

Users, expressly, freely and unmistakable accept, before sending its information
request in the contact form, that their personal data will be used for professional
requests and enquiries or whatever other request made by user through the contact
form in the website. Besides its e-mail address can be used for supplying website
newsletter as well as any other commercial news that might be of their interest.
It is informed and specifically guaranteed to all users that their personal data will not
be, by any mean, transferred to other companies and that if at any time it was needed
to transfer any personal data, it will previously be requested consent to users.
All data requested in this website is mandatory, once that these are necessary for
offering an optimal service to user. In case that all data is not supplied, we do not
guarantee that services or information supply will fully match your needs.

At any time users can use their right to access, modify, cancel, inform and opposite
data at this website in the legal terms stated in regulation. Due to this, and in

accordance with Law 15/1999, of Personal Data Protection (LOPD), you can use your
right submitting by post a formal request, attaching a copy of your Identity cart to
following address: Castellón 17, 9 46004 Valencia or through e-mail address:
info@excelfoods.es

The same way, EXCEL FOODS, has adopted all technical and organization necessary
measures to guarantee security and integrity of all personal data that is treated, as well
as avoid its loss, alteration and/or access by non-authorized third parties.

IV.- SECURITY MEASURES
EXCEL FOOS as owner of EXCEL FOODS keeps its data protection security levels in
accordance with Law 1720/20076 of 21st December, where it is approved the
development rule of Law 15/1999 of 13th December of personal data protection and it
places all technical means at hand to avoid loss, misuse, alteration, non-authorize used
or robbery of data you supply, without prejudice of informing you that internet security
measures are not impregnable.

V.- COOKIES AND ACTIVITY FILE USAGE
Besides, we hereby inform all users that this website can use cookies (small
information files that server sends to computer that is accessing the website) for
fulfilling some functions that are considered essential for correct functioning and
website visualization. Cookies used in this website are in any case, temporary with own
finality of making navigation efficient. In any case, cookies will be used to collect
personal data, once that cookies are solely associated with an anonymous user and
your computer, and they will not supply solely user’s personal data, allowing only
following information to be supplied for adapt and improve our services to users’
interest:
•

•
•
•
•

Website access date and time. This allows us to find out hours of more
affluence and make appropriate adjustments to avoid saturation problem in rush
hours.
Number of daily visitors in each section. This allows us to know which sections
are more visited, increase and improve their contents
Date and time of last time user accessed the website
Design of contents that user chose the first time he visited the website
Security elements that take part in access control to restricted areas.

Cookies are files sent to browser by a web server with the aim of registering users’
activities during browsing time. Due to this, by using cookies it is impossible that server
where website is hosted could recognize user’s web browser with the purpose of
having an easier and faster browsing.

User has the option to block cookies generation, by clicking in browser corresponding
option. Nowadays main browsers allow cookies management in 3 different ways:
1. Cookies are never accepted
2. Browser shall ask user if he wants to accept each cookie
3. Cookies are always accepted
Browser can also include the possibility of better choose which cookies can be
accepted or denied. Specifically, user can usually accept any of following options: block
cookies of some domains, reject cookies from third parties, accept cookies as nonpersistent (cookies are deleted once browser is closed), allow server to create cookies
for a different domain. Besides, browsers can also allow user to see and delete cookies
individually. In case cookies are disabled, browsing can be slower than usual.
VI. INDUSTRIAL AND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
The website, including its title but not limitative to it, programming, edition, compilations
and rest of necessary elements for its functioning, designs, logos, texts and images are
EXCEL FOODS property. All contents of this website are duly protected by Intellectual
and industrial property rules.
Independently from its destination purpose, it is required previous and written
authorization from lender for partial or total copy, use, operation, distribution or sale.
Any non-previously authorized use from lender will be considered a serious nonfulfillment of intellectual and industrial property copyright.
VII. AMENDMENTS AND UPDATES
Due to nature of this website, EXCEL FOODS reserves the legal authority to make
amendments and updates on information in the website as well as configuration,
design and availability of the website at any time and without previous advice.
VIII. APPLICABLE REGULATION AND JURISDICTION
To solve any query or controversy related to this website or with activities developed in
it, it will be applicable the Spanish regulation to which parties expressly agree, being
competence of Valencia Courts the resolution of any conflict related or result of its
usage.

